Abstract-Trends in teleco mmunications show that customers require still mo re and more bandwidth. If the telecommun ication operators want to be successful, they must invest a lot of money to their infrastructure and they must ensure required quality of service. The telecommun ication operators would devote to development in this area. The art icle deals with quality of service in IP networks. Problems of quality of service can be solved through admission control methods based on measurements. These admission control methods take care of control of inco ming traffic load. New flow can be accepted only if needed quality of service is ensured for it and without quality of service breach causing of already accepted flows. In the article were made description of simu lations and results of simu lations for Voice over IP, constant bit rate and video sources. Simu lations were realized in Net work simu lator 2 environ ment. These simu lations were evaluated on the base of some parameters such as: estimated bandwidth, utilization and loss rate.
I. Introduction
The telecommunicat ion operators must invest a lot of money to build their infrastructure. They try to obtain many customers. The teleco mmunication co mpanies want provide to customers a lot of services, but they must ensure required quality o f service. Customers are interested in telephony (fixed network, mob ile network and VoIP) and multimedia services such as video on demand or a lot of TV channels as well. Now we can see at the market many s mart phones and other devices, which can with one click login to different accounts, where customers can download some applications. Customers use data connection for watching video clips, films and playing online games.
All these services need large bandwidth. If the operators want to increase their profit and acquire a lot of customers, then they have to invest more money to their infrastructure. Or they cooperate with research centers in order to try to develop efficient bandwidth utilization and quality of service (QoS) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
A lot of methods exist, wh ich deals with use of effective bandwidth -mathematical models and t imeconsuming simulat ions. This article deals with admission control (AC) methods in IP networks.
These methods take care of control of incoming traffic load. A C methods consist of a set of measurements needed for acceptance or reject ion of incoming flows. New flow can be accepted only if required QoS is ensured for it and without QoS breach causing of already accepted flows.
The paper deals with simulation of measurement based admission control (MBAC) algorithms with MBAC mechanis ms. Effect ive bandwidth is minimal bandwidth that ensures required QoS.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2, 3, 4 the theory about MBAC methods, MBAC algorithms and measurement mechanisms is addressed. In section 5 is description of simu lations and results of simulations for VoIP, CBR and video source. Summary of all simulations is in section 6.
II. Measurement Based Admission Control Methods
MBAC method can be performed on end-to-end connection [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
MBAC methods can be divided into two categories: These two methods solve the problem of scalability that occurs in parameter based admission control (PBAC) method.
Bandwidth estimation is defined by:
where measured m is average measured transfer rate of current traffic load, new P is maximal transfer rate of flow requesting admission,  is upper limit o f overflow probability (probability that bandwidth of link will be exceeded) and coefficient  is defined by:
III. Measurement Based Admission Control Algorithms
MBAC algorith ms decide if new flow will be accepted, or not. There exists a lot of support algorithms and each of them is suitable for different types of traffic load and has some advantages and some disadvantages Between MBAC algorithms belongs [9] [12] [13] : 
Simple Sum
Algorith m of simple sum ensures that the number of required sources will not exceed the capacity o f link. 
This condition is ensured by the input routers and switches.
Measured Sum
This algorith m detects bandwidth of current traffic load. If the following condition is acco mplished, then new flow can be accepted: 
where n is the nu mber of accepted flows, p is the peak rate of accepted flow and  is loss rate.
Acceptance Region
Let  is the average transfer rate and p is peak To the MBAC algorith ms of acceptance region belong algorithms based on tangent at point.
1) Tangent at Peak
sp sp 1 (8) where n is the number of accepted flows, p is peak transfer rate of the new accepted flow, s is space parameter of acceptance region and it is fro m interval
v is the bandwidth of current t raffic load and  is the bandwidth of link. (10)
2) Tangent at Arbitrary Point
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IV. Measurement Mechanisms
There exist several measurement mechanis ms, which are used with co mbination of M BAC algorith ms. Their task is to correctly estimate the bandwidth of current traffic load. To these mechanisms belong:  Time Window,  Point Samples,  Exponential Averaging.
1) Time Window
Mechanism of time window is used with measured sum algorith m. It calculates an average bandwidth every sampling period S. At the end of the measurement window T, the highest average value is denoted, which is used for estimat ion of bandwidth fo r the next window T. If the new flow is accepted, the estimation of window is increased by transfer rate of new flow. If a newly calculated average is above the estimation, the estimation is immed iately raised to the new calculated average value [8] , [12] .
2) Point Samples
This measurement mechanis m is used with Acceptance Region -Tangent at Origin (ACTO) algorith m and Acceptance Region -Tangent at Peak (ACTP) algorith m. Algorith m takes an average load sample every period S [8] , [12] .
3) Exponential Averaging
The exponential averaging mechanism of current traffic load is used with algorithm Hoeffding Bound.
Current traffic load
S v is measured every sampling period S. Th is measurement mechanis m is calculated with using an infinity impulse response function with
where  v is bandwidth of current traffic load, v is an average load in previous period, w is a weight of flow and S v is actual traffic load [8] , [12] .
V. MB AC Algorithms for Di fferent Traffic Sources
This chapter deals with simu lations of four M BAC algorith ms and evaluation of achieved results. Simu lations are realized in simu lation program Net work Simulator 2.
MBAC algorith ms have been simulated for three different traffic sources: Vo ice over IP (Vo IP), constant bit rate (CBR) and video. These simulations were evaluated on the base of some important parameters: estimated bandwidth, utilization and loss rate. MBAC algorithms MS, HB, A CTP and ACTO are compared. These simulat ions are evaluated on the base of some parameters such as: estimated bandwidth, utilization and loss rate. It always tries to estimate bandwidth that is sufficient for actual traffic load in the network. Disadvantage of MS algorith m is that estimated bandwidth was often bigger than required bandwidth of actual traffic load.
HB Algorithm ( figure 3 ) not reacts on increase of actual traffic load. Disadvantage of HB algorith m is that actual traffic load was often bigger than link bandwidth (10 Mbit/s). All these packets were included between lost packets. This result shows that HB algorith m is not suitable for situations, when traffic load fluctuation in network occurs. This fluctuation is caused by measurement mechanis m of exponential averaging that is not able to adapt quickly and dynamically to actual traffic load changes. 
Simulati on of MB AC Algorithms for CB R Traffic
In the next simulation the source with constant bit rate (CBR) 800 kb it/s is used, size of packet is 125 b its and interval between sent packets is 0.01ms. Fro m the figure 8 we can see that HB algorith m reacts very slowly on changes of traffic load. Mainly, it is caused by cooperation of HB algorith m with measurement mechanism -point samp les. Link utilizat ion is almost 100%, but loss rate was the highest fro m all the simulated algorithms. Th is is caused because this algorithm let packets access to the network, although there was no more sufficient bandwidth. figure 9 ) and ACTO (figure 10) algorith ms try to adapt the estimated bandwidth to the actual traffic load, even though the bandwith of the link was often exceeded (10 Mbit/s). These algorith ms reacted in the same way on loss rate, lin k utilization and the number of lost packets.
All results have shown that the most suitable algorith m for implementation to the network fo r constant bit rate sources is MS algorithm. 
Simulati on of MB AC Algorithms for Vi deo Traffic
In the next simulat ion exponential source with maximal bit rate 600 kb it/s and constant size of generated packets 125 bits is used. Once again, there are co mpared four M BAC algorith ms: M S, HB, A CTP and ACTO. These simu lations are evaluated on the base of some parameters such as: estimated bandwidth, utilization and loss rate. As shown in the figure 12, MS algorith m estimated sufficient bandwidth, but in some cases, this estimated bandwidth was higher than link bandwidth (it means lost packets). This algorithm has the smalles t loss rate, because MS algorithm allo ws the source to send less number of packets than by HB and ACTP algorith ms (in these cases was higher lost rate). HB algorith m (figure 13) predicts bandwidth under defined value of link bandwidth 10 Mb it/s, but actual traffic load was often higher than link bandwidth (because the flows with higher transfer rate asked to access to the network). Lin k utilization was more than 92%, but loss rate was one of the worst. If the maximu m value of link 10 Mb it/s was exceeded, the flows were dropped. In ACTO algorith m (figure 15) simu lation the number of lost packets is very important. Loss rate was the smallest fro m all simu lated algorith ms. ACTO algorith m estimated bandwidth of actual traffic load so that the bandwidth 10 Mbit/s is not exceeded.
This goal was not always successful, but ACTO algorith m was the best in bandwidth estimation fro m all the simulated algorith ms (on the base of number of lost packets). All results have shown that the most suitable algorith m for implementation to the network with video traffic sources is ACTO algorith m. Of course, the situation could change, if there was for examp le video source and ftp source in the network. In this case ACTO algorithm would be not the best choice. 
VI. Conclusion
This article deals with simulations of measurement based admission control (MBA C) algorith ms for different traffic source (Vo ice over IP, constant bit rate and video). Algorith ms Measured Sum (MS), Hoeffding Bound (HB), Acceptance Region -Tangent at Peak (ACTP) and Acceptance Region -Tangent at Origin (ACTO) were co mpared. These simu lations were evaluated on the base of some parameters such as: estimated bandwidth, link utilization and loss rate.
On the base of realized simu lations, we can say following:
ACTP and ACTO algorith ms are the best MBAC algorith ms for networks with Vo IP t raffic. Obtained results for both algorith ms are co mparable. In both cases the link utilization was about 88%.
The most suitable MBAC algorith m for bandwidth estimation in network with CBR traffic is MS. MS algorith m was the best from all simu lated algorith ms in all mon itored parameters. Link utilizat ion was about 95%.
The most suitable MBAC algorith m for bandwidth estimation in network with video traffic is ACTO. Link utilizat ion was about 88%. Good results were reached also for MS algorithm.
